Selena Skipper
Cullman Times
SPREADSHEET LESSON PLAN
Unit: Real World Applications
Subject: Accounting and/or Computer Applications
Grade Level: 9-12
Objective: After teacher instruction, students will be able to use math skills, spreadsheet
skills and prior knowledge of the newspaper industry to correctly complete a spreadsheet
that will calculate percentages and allocate expenses based on these percentages.
Materials Needed: Computer projector and Spreadsheet Template with headings in place.
(The template can be viewed via the overhead but hardcopies should also be available.)

10 Min.

5 Min.

35 Min.

2 Min.

Teacher will review previous lessons involving calculating percentages
and vocabulary.
Teacher will go over blank spreadsheet template and discuss with the class
the purpose of the spreadsheet and field questions pertaining to the
assignment. (See attached template and instructions).
Students will work on completing the spreadsheet and teacher will give
informal evaluations while the students work.
Save work, turn in handouts and clean up work stations.

Selena Skipper
Cullman Times
Instructions:
The Skipper Sentinel prints newspapers for itself and four other
newspapers. The Sentinel gets billed for all cost related to the printing of
these papers. At month’s end, the Sentinel’s accountant must allocate
costs to each of the five papers based on their usage of the press and
materials.
1. Total # of impressions column
2. Enter a formula that will calculate the percentage of impressions that
each newspaper used based on the above total. You should total this
column as well and the total should equal 100.
3. Notice that the total for the remaining columns is included in the
column heading. Using the percentage that you calculated and entered
in % of impressions column in step 2 above, enter a formula that will
allocate expenses for print charges, press wages, mailroom wages,
general and administrative, composing and circulation.
EXPENSE ALLOCATION SPREADSHEET FOR THE MONTH ENDING JUNE 2009

Newspapers

# of
Impressions

Skipper Sentinel

9,000,000

Bailey Bugler

6,400,000

Trinity Times
Charleston
Courier

839,000

Danville Daily
TOTALS

300,000
9,000

% of
Impressions

85,600
Print
Charges

12,500
Press
Wages

12,000
Mailroom
Wages

5,500

4,320

8,387

G&A

Composing

Circulation

